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Outloud Orlando 6/22/2021 This week we talk about different subjects with an 
underlying subject of Pride. Bob Dylan sings about gay 
love. Could the Disney movie Luca have underlying gay 
tones? Lastly we talk about Pride on television through 
the years.

Bob Dylan is not an artist one thinks of 
when thinking of gay so for listeners to 
know that he is singing a gay love song 
can teach something they may not 
know. Luca is about fish-like that live 
out of the water as humans because 
they do not want to let their truths be 
seen. We examine the similarities of the 
movie's characters with the act of 
coming out and being in the closet. This 
can resonate with listeners. As far back 
as All In The Family gays have been on 
television. We look back on LGBTQIA+ 
characters through the years on 
different television shows.

Outloud Orlando 6/8/2021 Along with my birthday this upcoming week marks 5 
years since the Pulse tragedy so we talk about the 
CommUnity Run and upcoming memorial and 
remembrance events. The beginning of June also 
marks Pride month. We look back to 2008 when Hillary 
Duff as Lizzy Maguire did a PSA to get rid of the term 
"That's so gay."

With it being the 5th year anniversary of 
the Pulse tragedy we want to let 
listeners know how they can 
commemorate the day. We do not have 
an actual Gay Days this year again but 
it being Pride month we talk about local 
happenings as well as if pride has 
become capitalistic or sincere. In 2008 
and still we hear terms that refer to gay 
as a negative thing so we want to 
remind people of celebrities speaking 
out against such language.
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Outloud Orlando 5/25/2021 In addition to our Local segment this week, we talk 
about Billy Porter coming out as HIV positive. There is a 
new study that is currently enrolling to help more gay 
men be able to donate blood. Plus sized model Ade Del 
Valle promotes body positivity by refusing to conform to 
standards.

Two of us on the cast have HIV so we 
talk openly about our thoughts on Billy 
Porter coming out with his HIV status. 
Talking about it helps end the stigma 
still surrounded with it. The study to 
hopefully allow for gays to donate blood 
is being done locally, as well as in some 
other states. Last week we talked about 
body positivity in a no words video 
short. This week we talk body positivity 
in the modelling culture. Promoting 
positive body sizes of all shapes helps 
to also promote self confidence.

Outloud Orlando 5/18/2021 In our local segment we talk about Nick of Thyme, April 
Fresh, wish a speedy recovery to Addison Taylor and I 
pose a question of where locally would the cast open a 
club if given a blank check. We speak about Michael 
Henry, someone who explores body image in gay 
culture with a video short. For lightheartedness we 
report about a gay couple having their Pride flag stolen 
to later find out it was by a racoon.

Local segments spotlight local local 
entertainers and businesses so that 
listeners can find out about new places 
they may want to explore. The video 
Michael Henry made had no words in it 
all but told a powerful story that many 
relate to with body image issues. To 
counter what could be considered heavy 
subjects we have a lighthearted story 
about neighborly support with a 
perceived anti-gay Pride flag stolen, to 
later find out it was a racoon using it for 
a nest outside their house.



Outloud Orlando 4/27/2021 Vermont passes a ban on using LGBTQ+ panic defense 
as a defense tactic. Past Presidential candidate Andrew 
Yang sought support of LGBTQ+ but it backfired 
because of his remarks. We also discuss Florida's 
transgendered athlete ban.

Gay Panic defense is used when 
someone thinks it is justified to hurt 
someone because they think they are 
being hit on by someone LGBTQ+. 
Andrew Yang distanced himself from 
the LGBTQ+ community by stating that 
he would take a gay staffer with him to a 
gay bar, as opposed to just going 
himself. There are already strict 
regulations in place for transgendered 
athletes so a ban is not needed.

Impact Now 4/16/2021 How the Rollins community has being dealing with the 
pandemic. Different Rollins leaders discussing their 
work. How to make an impact together.

Community organizing is critical to 
improvement. These Rollins leaders can 
inspire others. It 's good to reflect on the 
good we've all done this year.

Outloud Orlando 4/13/2021 In our local segment we talk about local LGBTQ+ bars 
as well as entertainers and how to find them online. Two 
gay men adopt a baby that one of them found as an 
infant in a New York City subway. Lastly, we focus on 
Samantha Flores, an 88 year old transgendered women 
in Mexico City, and her center for the older LGBTQ+ 
community.

Supporting local venues and 
entertainers helps the places and people 
mentioned when we do a local segment. 
The story of 2 gay men adopted the 
baby that one found in the subway is a 
heartwarming story. Many people don't 
realize what LGBTQ+ older people are 
going through outside of the nightlife so 
this story about Samantha Flores' center 
helps open some eyes.

Outloud Orlando 4/6/2021 With Rupaul's Drag Race down the the final four we 
discuss this past week's episode. A year later, we 
discuss how Covid 19 has changed our lives over the 
past year. In our local segment we talk about a few 
places but mostly about the show's resident drag queen, 
DJ April Fresh, being interviewed for public television.

Drag Race is a part of pop culture so we 
discuss it. Through the past year we 
have had to resort to our own means 
and "up our game" so we talk about how 
we are better for being pushed for the 
past year. Local drag queen and a part 
of our cast we wanted to spotlight Loc 
Robertson/DJ April Fresh.



Impact Now 4/2/2021 We discussed social entrepreneurship. We looked at the 
UN SDGs. We discussed social innovation.

There are many SE majors at Rollins. 
The UN SDGs are important to Orlando 
and US development. Business creation 
is an important topic for community 
engagement.
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